Talented full stack developer for Tamigo HQ
(As soon as possible in Copenhagen office)
If you are a talented full stack developer with ambition to grow and work with an awesome Cloud solution,
Tamigo might be just the right place for you.

The product
Tamigo is an awesome Cloud application for workforce management. It consists of several web applications in ASP.NET with Knockout
as well as native smartphone applications for Android, iPhone and Windows Phone.
We love working with this product, because it is loved by our 100s of large retail customers and 10,000s of users who benefit from it
every day. We get new customers every week. It is very important to us that everyone involved understands what they are part of and
can enjoy when we conquer more markets and enchant new customers.
For a developer, here are some of the reasons why it is a pleasure to work with this product:
Newest technologies: .NET 4.6, Entity Framework 6, Knockout, WebApi
Nicely layered application with dependency injection
Correct naming of all classes, methods, tables and columns (!)
Automation: Automatic release to integration server on every commit with Jenkins. Single-click release to testing servers, including
database scripts
Tooling: We always use the newest tooling, Visual Studio 2015 and ReSharper
The application is 6 years old and of course, there is some legacy code (WebForms), but there is willingness to invest in rewrites when
it makes sense.

Skills & Requirements
The key thing for Tamigo is that all employees at Tamigo care a lot about our customers: we do what we do as a company because we
want to make the life easier for our customers, and we only have a business due to our happy customers. That influences several
decisions we make when developing our solution, where customer oriented decisions often guides how much priority we put on
different tasks.
Compared to some other players in the market, we are not developing a cloud solution to avoid talking with customers but to be able
to use great technology in an automatic way to make life of our customers easier and to help them run their businesses better.
We expect you …

to have genuine interest in the real people who use the software

to have at least 3 years professional experience developing web applications with Microsoft .NET

to have experience with Software-as-a-Service products is an advantage.

to have interest in developing great software and take pleasure in things done right

to be easy going and desire to be helpful - It's nice to be nice.
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to have technical experience with some of the technologies that we use and ability to learn the rest
to have good English talking and writing skills

A bit more about Tamigo?
Since 2006, we have developed and delivered a successful online workforce management solution that makes it easy to manage daily
tasks such as creating employees, making changes in the constantly updated roster, record actual hours, managing absence and
exporting actual working hours and wage codes for the preferred payroll system with a single click.
Tamigo shows decision makers within the organization, how the future will look like in relation to revenues and wage costs, and
makes it easy to benchmark the different departments or stores, and gain insight into where sales and productivity can be optimized.
With the most downloaded app for all smartphones on the workforce management market, Tamigo makes it possible to
communicate effectively with all employees. All decisions regarding the roster, absence, bid on vacant shifts, shift exchange, etc. can
easily be handled via the app.
Our growing number of customers are located in many different industries, the vast majority in retail - supermarkets and shops.
Other industries are restaurants, fast food chains, service stations, cafés, convenience stores, hotels, call centers, bakeries, healthcare
and public institutions - the list is constantly growing.
Our customers range from small, single cafés with a few employees to international chains in the retail industry with several thousand
employees. We have customers in 12 countries and have very ambitious growth targets in all markets.
See more about our customers at www.tamigo.com.

Who are your colleagues?
Your team: The development department consists of 9 members. You will be joining the solution team where there are currently 5
developers who focus on improving the core applications of Tamigo. Every team member is a full stack developer and works closely
with the rest of the business to ensure they provide great value to the product and the customers.
Tamigo is based in Copenhagen one minute from Østerport station and currently employs 25 people in Denmark within software
development, sales & marketing, support and communication.
Our beautiful office is filled with competent people who each day use their expertise to ensure Tamigo its growing success. The
atmosphere in the office is relaxed and exudes the same time a high level of professionalism. We look after each other, help and spar
with each other and enjoy an environment with smiles and good mood every day.
Business language is English, since we have people from all over Europe at the headquarters and at the same time have franchisees in
Sweden, Norway, the Netherlands and Australia.
Tamigo is the leading supplier of workforce management systems in Denmark. We have a healthy and growing business in Denmark,
and we have successfully started our internationalization in the rest of Europe. We expect that our growth will continue in the years to
come and that your role and contribution will help us to realize our ambitions.

Compensation
The position is full time and compensated with a monthly salary based on qualifications.

If interested
Deadline: As soon as possible.
Please send your application with CV, cover letter and salary requirements to our Head of HR Bettina Schjerbeck at HR@tamigo.com.
Should you have any questions regarding Tamigo and your application, feel free to write us an e-mail or call our CEO Jakob Toftgaard
at +45 25 37 44 96.
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